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A little bit about my self (I/II)

I Assistant Professor of Economics at LUISS University, Rome.

I PhD in Economics, Boston University.

I Research: asset pricing, and international finance & macro.

I Teaching:

I Asset management and theory of finance (master level),

I Asset pricing (PhD level).

http://www.luiss.it


A little bit about my self (II/II)

I LUISS is a private university in Rome offering degrees in
business, economics, political science and law at different
levels (undergrad, master, PhD, executive).

I For more details visit my webpage at:
http://docenti.luiss.it/borri/.

I Or our institutional website at: http://www.luiss.it.

http://docenti.luiss.it/borri/
http://www.luiss.it


My classes at LUISS

I Bloomberg plays a big role in my two master level classes in
the finance track:

I Asset Management

I Theory of Finance

I In this presentation, I will focus mostly on my experience
using Bloomberg in the Asset Management class.



Asset Management (I/II)

I This class takes place in the 1st semester of the 1st year of a
2-year program.

I Students’ background is not homogenous: some might have a
bachelor degree in economics or business, others in political
science, mathematics, etc.

I As a result, I start the class with a quick review/introduction
of basic concepts in finance like: present value, holding period
returns, yield curve, forward contracts, etc.



Asset Management (II/II)

I Completed the initial review, the main topics I cover are:

I Standard portfolio theory: mean-variance frontier, CAL, SML,
tangent portfolio.

I CAPM.

I APT and factor models.

I Alternative strategies (these change a bit over the years):

I Momentum,

I Risk-parity,

I Black-Litterman.



Introducing Bloomberg (I/III)

I In one of the first class meetings, I usually give students a sort
of Bloomberg crash course, based on a short primer I have
written (for true beginners).

I In this class:

I Show the Bloomberg terminal.

I Introduce basic functions: news, relevant releases, fixed-income
search; security search; plots; portfolio administration; etc.).

I Show how to import data in Excel (drag-drop from Terminal,
or using the Excel add-in).

I Invite students to use the Bloomberg educational tools (for
example, by typing < BESS >, for Bloomberg Essential Online
Training Program).

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/962212/TeachingPUB/bloomberg_primer.pdf


Introducing Bloomberg (II/III)

I At LUISS, students have several terminals available and
distributed across different buildings (main campus, library,
business school).

I The librarians have a working knowledge of Bloomberg, and
can help students replicate most of what I show in class.



Introducing Bloomberg (III/III)

I A problem I used to have was related to the fact that unless a
Bloomberg terminal was in the classroom, I could not easily
show students how to use it.

I One option is always to show students screenshots and ask
them to replicate on their own what is done in class.

I However, my experience is that students prefer to actually see
Bloomberg at works.

I At LUISS we have some terminals installed in computer labs
that, in principle, an instructor can reserve. However, this
option did not work out well for me (I have a large class of
100 students; not always easy to reserve the lab; if each
student has a computer in front of her/him, then we have a
Facebook problem, etc.).



Bloomberg Anywhere

I Since last year, we decided to get a few Bloomberg Anywhere
subscriptions to access the terminal also through a web
browser (hence, anywhere).

I While regular subscriptions give you a terminal that anyone
can use, Bloomberg Anywhere is personal and requires a
password and fingerprint match to log in.

I Incidentally, Bloomberg Anywhere is very useful if I want to
use Bloomberg when working from home or, in any case, if I
am not in my office.



Starting to use Bloomberg in class (I/II)

I After my in-class introduction to Bloomberg, students receive
an assignment that will keep them busy throughout the
course.

I I ask students to work in groups, form an investment portfolio
with initial capital of $100K, and save it in Bloomberg using
the < PRTU > function (portfolio administration).

I At this very early stage of the course, students have to rely on
knowledge that they might - or might not - have as they have
not covered any of the key topics yet.



Starting to use Bloomberg in class (II/II)

I Under < PRTU >, students can easily create their portfolios by
entering the required information:

I For each security, the quantity and the purchasing price (i.e.,
the market price on the day of the deadline for the submission
of the report).

I In order to add a security, students can either enter a ticker, or
the ISIN number, or just the security’s name and then use the
auto-complete ”google like” feature in Bloomberg.



< PRTU >

Figure: Snapshot of the < PRTU > window for a hypothetical small
portfolio.



Submission of detailed report

I Along with the portfolio, students must submit a report
containing:

I objective of their fund/portfolio and target customers (e.g.,
retail or institutional invests, etc.),

I reference benchmark,

I fairly detailed discussion about reasons behind investment
choices and expectations about future performance.

I Note that the benchmark can be added to the portfolio using
the < PORT > function for immediate comparisons and
analysis of the relative performance.

I A class TA is available to help students at this stage and
throughout the semester.



Additional rules

I When they first receive the assignment, students also receive
the following information:

I They will be able to re-balance their portfolio 3 times during
the class at some given dates.

I There might be a liquidity shock in the form of unexpected
fund withdrawals to meet with cash or by selling assets.

I They cannot use leverage.

I They cannot go short.

I They can only invest in equity (individual shares of listed
companies and ETFs).

I Direct investment in futures and derivatives is not allowed.



Evaluation

I Students are told that the evaluation on their assignment will
be a function of:

I total (and risk-adjusted) return;

I all reports submitted (1 at beginning of course, and 3 more in
occasion of the re-balancing windows),

I performance with respect to chosen benchmark.

I The grade on the assignment contributes to the final class
grade.



My objective

I My objective with this assignment:

I Teach students how to think before making investment
decisions and what factors should be part of the investment
decision process.

I Usually, the report with the initial portfolio suffers from a
number of common problems:

I little diversification and stock-picking,

I confused motivations behind investment choices,

I underestimation of risk,

I little or no cash buffer,

I benchmark not consistent with investment choices.

I During the semester, I teach students how to do better.



Managing the portfolio (I/II)

I Once the portfolio has been created, and properly saved,
Bloomberg offers various useful metrics to evaluate its risk
and performance.

I For example, the function < PORT > provides the portfolio
and risk analytics, with information like the contribution to
return of each component, the daily profits and losses, etc.

I Within the < PORT > window, you can also look at measures
of risk like value-at-risk (VaR) and the likely performance
under different ”stress” scenarios.

I Also, you can add benchmark portfolios.



Managing the portfolio (II/II)

I Additional useful functions that you can choose from, once
you are looking at a portfolio, are:

I < NPH >: portfolio news. News related to the components of
your portfolio.

I < PORT HP >: historical performance.

I < PORT OP >: portfolio optimization. This function allows the
construction of an optimal portfolio given a set of constraints.
It also allows back-testing the performance of the portfolio.



< PORT >

Figure: Snapshot of the < PORT > window.



< PORT VR > & VaR

Figure: Snapshot of the < PORT > window under the value-at-risk tab (or
< VR >).



< PORT SA> & scenarios (I/II)

Figure: Snapshot of the < PORT > window under the scenarios tab (or <
SA >).



< PORT SA> & scenarios (II/II)

Figure: Snapshot of the < PORT > window under the scenarios tab (or <
SA >).



Additional assignments (I/III)

I During the semester, students receive 3 additional
assignments and have the option to re-balance their portfolios.

I These assignments force student to implement topics that
have been covered in class up to that point.



Additional assignments (II/III)

I Some examples:

I Estimation, for their portfolios, of value-at-risk (VaR) and
tracking error volatility (TEV) over different samples.

I Estimation and plot of the mean-variance frontier for the
assets they have chosen.

I Estimation of the mean-variance frontier including the market
portfolio (if not among the invested assets).

I Comparison of mean-variance efficient optimal portfolio with
invested portfolio.



Additional assignments (III/III)

I Some of these tasks can also be done in Bloomberg with
built-in functions.

I However, I typically encourage students to first do their
homework from scratch using Excel or Matlab, and then
eventually compare their results with those offered by
Bloomberg.

I In my other (more advanced) finance class, students learn how
to use Matlab to replicate measure of risk, investment
strategies, etc. without relying (as much as possible) on
built-in functions or packages.



Bending the rules

I The rules set at the start of the assignment restrict the space
of financial instruments to equity (e.g., shares in listed
companies) and do not allow for short-sales and leverage.

I However, these rules can be easily bended by buying shares in
ETFs that, for example, track fixed-income indices, or indices
that imply leverage or short positions.

I Some students (few) realize this trick from the beginning, the
others realize it throughout the course after I teach them
about ETFs and their characteristics.



Bending the rules: leverage and short-sales

Figure: Performance of different ETFs: SP500 (white line); SPXL (3x
SP500, green line); XT21 (2x inverse SP500, purple line).



Bending the rules: fixed-income

Figure: Performance of different ETFs: SP500 (white line); SAAA (AAA
global government bonds, green line); EMBIV (JPM EMBI government
bonds, purple line).



In-class presentations

I At the end of the course, each group makes a short in-class
presentation.

I The idea is that groups must convince potential customers
who might want to put money in their funds.

I Each group must show the performance of its portfolio
throughout the semester, and compare it to the chosen
benchmark.

I In addition, groups must highlight the risks and likely future
scenarios and assumption supporting their investment choices.



Feedback

I Students’ evaluations are very positive.

I Students learn how to apply theoretical concepts studied in
class to a vary practical problem.

I Groups are usually quite competitive and competition is a
strong incentive for students to work harder.

I Students spend a lot of time on Bloomberg working on their
portfolios, and this is the best way to learn all the tricks and
more advanced features.

I Many students would like the University to set up a fund with
real money to manage (as other European universities do)
under the supervision of some faculty members. But, as you
can expect, so far University is a bit reluctant ...


